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Jan de Graaf, Socialism Across the Iron Curtain: Socialist Parties in East and West and the 

Reconstruction of Europe after 1945, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2019, 320 pp., 

ISNB 978-1-108-42508-7 

 

Jan de Graaf offers in the research monograph Socialism Across the Iron Curtain an in-depth look at 

the formation an re-configuration of socialist politics in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Italy and France 

during the immediate post-war years, 1945–1947/48. The study is based on de Graaf’s doctoral thesis 

and takes issue with the existing international historiography of European socialism which all too 

often falls back on stereotypical Cold War divisions of Europe. The study argues instead that shared 

histories of oppressive fascist and authoritarian rule coupled with socio-economic and political factors 

resulted in a natural understanding between Polish and Italian socialists right across the arising Iron 

Curtain. Likewise, Czechoslovakian and French socialists had initially strong links due to their long 

traditions and firm belief in parliamentary democracy. If the Iron Curtain was not the defining 

division for these parties, what was then? This open ended question forms the basis of the comparative 

analysis offered in the seven empirical chapters. In the first part of the book, de Graaf covers 

important questions related to the socio-economic reconstruction of Europe, including vital new 

revelations about rank-and-file responses to the visions and programs offered by their party leaders. 

As it turns out, socialist leaders in especially France and Czechoslovakia were increasingly impatient 

with independent action taken from below which soon resulted in the implementation of a strict top-

down hierarchy within the parties. The empirical cases dealing with local working class responses 

are drawn from the cities of Łódź (Poland), Milano (Italy), Lille (France) and Plzeň (Czechoslovakia). 

In the second half of the book, de Graaf turns to issues of ‘political reconstruction,’ which shows the 

ambiguous and various conceptions of either ‘bourgeois’ or ‘popular’ democracy, and the socialist 

parties’ views on elections, parliaments and constitutions.  Rather than offering country-by-country 

surveys, the book’s thematic structure offers the reader a continuous analysis and comparison. In a 

seamless fashion, de Graaf constructs and reconstructs a contemporary dialogue between the parties 

and actors, which is closely and carefully commented by the author. The end result is a 

comprehensive, pioneering analysis that forms an exemplary model for international comparative 

history. Moreover, the book makes valuable historical voices accessible to a broader academic 

readership through its translations of both Polish and Czech sources. 

 

Throughout the book de Graaf embeds the analysis in the social and political history of the interwar 

years which in a crucial way informs and opens up the reasons to why socialists after the moment of 

liberation had such divers visions on how to move forward. Socialists in both Italy and Poland 

confronted a largely rural and Catholic society, while France and Czechoslovakia could on the other 
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hand bolster with long democratic traditions that only momentarily had been interrupted by World 

War Two. In Italy and Poland, on the contrary, the belief in parliamentary democracy did not seem 

to be strongly anchored in the broader population, and the socialist parties themselves questioned the 

viability of the parliamentary path to socialism as their populations were perceived as ignorant and 

unaccustomed to such freedoms. What chance was there for the realisation of socialism if there was 

no democratic fundament to build on? While the building of a Marxist block was rapidly ruled out in 

France and Czechoslovakia in favour of broader centre-left alliances, Polish and Italian socialists 

continued in the marxist tradition of the class struggle. This also opened the road to collaboration 

with the communist parties in both Italy and Poland, and the embrace of grassroots activism and 

democracy from below. As de Graaf emphasises, the refusal to adopt reformism meant that they 

dismissed all future visions of a ‘capitalism with a human face,’ and pushed instead for a 

comprehensive socialist program of reform. Importantly, the women’s question is also raised in de 

Graaf’s conclusions, which shows how painfully uncommitted, unprepared and uninterested the 

socialist party leaders were to consider the concerns and issues of other half of the electorate.   

 

De Graaf’s study is an impeccable scholarly achievement and perhaps the only shortcoming is related 

to how the Scandinavian or Nordic models of reformist socialism are used as a contrast in his 

comparison. De Graaf rightly points out that European socialism cannot simply be analysed on the 

basis of how well the parties emulated the models developed in Britain or Scandinavia. The Nordic 

paths to reformism were not, however, identical and the differences within Scandinavia could have 

easily been included by referring to recent international scholarship produced by such as Pirjo 

Markkola, Mary Hilson, Klaus Petersen or Pauli Kettunen. Norwegian socialism for example waged 

a long battle between reformists and revolutionaries. The party was even a member of the Communist 

International until 1923, and it was not welcomed into the Labour and Socialist International or the 

Joint Committee of the Nordic Social Democratic Labour Movement (SAMAK) until the end of the 

1930s. In 1945 the Norwegian social democrats and communists were even a part of a short lived 

coalition government, but under the leadership of Haakon Lie the social democrats gained an absolute 

majority in parliament and Lie began to transform the party into a reformist peoples’ party and fiercely 

struggled against the left-wing within his own party and the communists. It is therefore unfortunate 

that while de Graaf adamantly shows the complexities and differences in one part of Europe, the study 

at the same time turns a blind eye to a different set of complexities and nuances. Nevertheless, de 

Graaf’s study will stand long as a reference point to the ways post-war socialism in Europe is 

perceived and appreciated.  
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